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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are susceptible to popularity bias and can
disproportionately recommend popular items. Groups that are un-
derrepresented in the training datamay also receive less relevant rec-
ommendations from these algorithms compared to others. Ekstrand
et al. [14] investigate how recommender performance varies accord-
ing to popularity and demographics, and find statistically significant
differences in recommendation utility between binary genders on
two datasets, and significant effects based on age on one. Here we
reproduce those results and extend themwith additional analyses.
We find statistically significant differences in recommender perfor-
mance by both age and gender. We observe that recommendation
utility steadily degrades for older users, and is lower forwomen than
men. We also find that the utility is higher for users from countries
with more representation in the dataset. Total usage and the popu-
larity of consumed content are strong predictors of recommender
performance and also vary significantly across demographic groups.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation and search increasingly mediate our access to in-
formation, including news, entertainment, academic resources, and
social connections. When evaluating result utility, it is common to
report the mean performance over all users. Majority groups tend to
dominate overall statistics, but utility may vary across individuals
and demographics. Smaller demographic groups may not be well
served by these algorithms that are optimized formean performance.
If these systems are unfair, in that the utility of search results and rec-
ommendations are systematically lower for some groups, members
of those groups may be hindered in their decision-making abilities,
access to relevant information, and access to opportunities.
While typical methods of evaluating the effectiveness of search

and recommendation do not consider the disparate impact across
demographics, several recent papers support the concern that dif-
ferences in utility do exist. Mehrotra et al. [30] investigate how the
needs of subgroups of the population are satisfied in the context of
search. They study the impact on search quality by gender and age
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and find both query distribution and result quality vary across these
groups. Ekstrand et al. [14] perform a similar study in the context of
recommender systems, which they investigate through offline top-𝑛
evaluation. In our work, we reproduce the findings by Ekstrand et
al., and extend the analysis to incorporate additional user attributes,
such as the user’s country, usage, and the popularity of the content
they consume. Like them, we find statistically significant differences
in recommender utility by age and gender. We observe recommen-
dation utility on average is higher for men, and steadily degrades
for older users. We also find the utility is higher for users from coun-
tries with more representation in the dataset. Our results indicate
usage and popularity of consumed content are strong predictors of
recommender performance. Both usage and content popularity vary
significantly across groups andmay provide a partial explanation for
the observed differences in recommender utility, though low utility
could also partially explain low usage. In summary, this work studies
the following researchquestions in context of recommender systems:

RQ1 Does utility vary by demographic group?
RQ2 Does utility vary by usage and content popularity?
RQ3 Can usage and popularity explain demographic differences?

2 RELATEDWORK
Recommender systems predict future user-item interactions based
on past user-item interactions [33]. Past interactions are often sub-
ject to biases—such as selection bias [29], conformity bias [24, 28],
exposure bias [26], and position bias [9, 20, 22]—and the collected
datamay reflect societal biases [23, 36]. Recommendation algorithms
may further amplify these biases [35, 39] resulting in homogeneity of
recommendations and reduced utility [7, 18]. Recommender systems
often demonstrate popularity bias [2, 3] where popular items are rec-
ommendedmore than warranted by their popularity, and give lower
quality recommendations to users with atypical tastes [5, 15, 16].
These biases raise fairness concerns [1, 6, 32]. For content producers,
unfairnessmay involve disparate exposure over items of comparable
relevance [11, 34]. For consumers, unfairness may involve different
recommendation quality across demographics [14]. Our focus is on
consumer-side fairness, building on prior work by Ekstrand et al.
[14].
The fairness concerns in recommendation are not just theoreti-

cal questions, they often result in real-world harms. For example,
women may see fewer recommendations for high-paying jobs than
men [10, 25]. Ekstrand andKluver [13] find that book recommenders
favormale authors.Workon social networks [23, 36]finds that friend
recommenders under-recommendminorities. Onmicrolending plat-
forms groups systemically receive smaller loans, or higher interest
rates [27]. In ride-hailing platforms, bias can lead to producer-side
starvation and loss of income for drivers [37, 38]. For an overview
of fairness and bias in recommender systems, see Chen et al. [8], Ek-
strand et al. [12].
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Figure 1: Comparison of binning strategies, metrics, and datasets on recommender utility by demographic variables. Red plots represent the LFM360K dataset and grey represent ML1M. For
age, we consider the original bucketing scheme fromEkstrand et al. (a and g), and buckets by equal range (b) and equal number of users (c). (d) and (h) represent gender for LFM360K andML1M,
respectively. (e) and (f) represent country ordered by number of users and by GDP for LFM360K. P-values fromKruskal-Wallis significance tests on NDCG are reported above each column.

3 DEMOGRAPHICS AND POPULARITY
LikeEkstrandet al.,webeginouranalysiswithageandbinarygender.
For age, in addition to their bucketing scheme, which had unequal
age ranges and numbers of users per bucket, we use two additional
schemes, such that each age bucket: (i) is equal in age range, and
(ii) includes a roughly equal number of users. We also look at how
performance varies by country. We bucket countries by the number
of users in the dataset, and by the country’s gross domestic product
(GDP)1, a proxy for socioeconomic status and cultural hegemony.

Users who have interacted more with the recommender system
are likely to receive more relevant recommendations. To analyze
how usage influences recommender utility, we bucket users by their
number of interactionswith items in the collection.We are also inter-
ested in the impact of popularity bias. The systemmay do a better job
of recommending items to users who typically interact with items
that are popular, compared to users with more niche interests. To
investigate how item popularity affects utility, we introduce a novel
pop-index attribute, defined as the largest value of 𝑝 such that 𝑝% of
items the user has interacted with have also received interactions
from 𝑝% of other users. We take inspiration from the h-index [19],
used to measure scholarly impact. We compare recommender utility
for groups of users bucketed by pop-index.

4 METHOD
LikeEkstrandetal.,weconductourexperimentsonLast.FM(LFM360K) [4]
andMovieLens (ML1M) data [17]. LFM360K2 represents a music rec-
ommendation task, andcontains358,868usersand292,385artists. For
each user-artist pair, the dataset contains the number of plays. There
are17,535,605user-artist pairswithat leastoneplay, so theuser-artist
matrix is 99.98% sparse. Entries in the user-artist matrix were col-
lected using “user.getTopArtists()” in the LastfmAPI, so include only
the top artists for each user. The number of artists varies across users,
with values between one and 166, with a mean of 50. The dataset

1https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
2http://ocelma.net/MusicRecommendationDataset/lastfm-360K.html

also contains user attributes, such as binary3 gender (67%male, 24%
female, 9%missing), age (20%missing), and country (none missing).

ML1M4 represents amovie recommendation task.ML1Mcontains
3,952movies and 6,040 users. Each user-movie pair has an associated
5-point rating assigned by the user. The dataset contains 1,000,209
ratings, corresponding to a 95.81% sparse user-movie matrix. Each
user has rated at least 20 movies. The dataset also includes a binary
gender, age, and occupation for each user.

Weuse analternatingLeast Squaresmodel [21], as implemented in
the Implicit5 code repository. We use the hyperparameters provided
by setting factors to 50 and the regularization constant to 0.01. We
train themodel for 30 iterations in all experiments. The Implicit code
performs some data cleanup6. All statistics reported in Section 5 are
computed after this cleanup.

Weuse a five-fold cross-validation setting. For LFM360K, each test
partition contains 5,000 randomly sampled users. For ML1Mwe par-
tition the 6,040 users into five splits containing 1,208 users, for each
iteration of cross-validation. We hold out 20% of the items each user
has interacted with as test data. All other users and items are used
formodel training. To avoid the cold-start problem, we remove users
who listened to 40 or fewer artists in the LFM360K dataset–roughly
10% of users. The ML1M dataset only includes users who have rated
over 20 or more movies, so none are removed. For evaluation, we
generate 1,000 recommendations per user, and measure the results
usingNDCG,MRR, andRBPmetrics. To verify if differences in utility
are significant across demographics, we perform Kruskall-Wallis
significance tests on mean NDCG values between the demographic
groups. We also run Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.

To understand the relative impact of user attributes on systemper-
formance, we train an Explainable Boosting Machine (EBM) model,
as implemented in the InterpretML framework [31], to predict the
mean NDCG for each user as a dependent variable. We represent
3We treat gender as a binary class due to the available attributes in the dataset. We
do not intend to suggest that gender identities are binary.
4https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
5https://github.com/benfred/implicit
6https://github.com/benfred/bens-blog-code/blob/master/distance-metrics/
musicdata.py#L39

http://ocelma.net/MusicRecommendationDataset/lastfm-360K.html
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Figure 2: Recommendation utility by usage and content popularity. Red plots represent the
LFM360K dataset, grey plots represent ML1M. p-values from Kruskal-Wallis significance
tests on NDCG are reported above each column.
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Figure 3: Ranked features and their scores from the EBM analysis. In (a) and (c) equal
numbers of users are sampled for each factor. In (b) and (d) the full database is used.

each user by the following features: (i) Age, (ii) Gender, (iii) Coun-
try, ordered by prevalence in the dataset and bucketed (LFM360K
only), (iv) Country, ordered by GDP and bucketed (LFM360K only),
(v) Usage (i.e., total number of listens for LFM360K and total number
of movies rated for ML1M), (vi) Pop-index, and finally (vii) The last
digit of the user ID. The last digit of the user ID serves as a control
feature which should have no effect on performance. We run the
EBMmodel individually for each feature group, andwith all features
included for cross feature-group comparison.

5 RESULTS
We reproduce the main results from Ekstrand et al., and inquire in
more detail into how recommender utility varies by age, gender, and

country. We also study the impact of usage and pop-index on utility,
and how they interplay with demographics.

RQ1 Does utility vary by demographic group?
Figure 1 shows the distribution of users, recommender utility ( mean
NDCG), and the EBMscores corresponding to different demographic
variables. For each column, we run the Kruskall-Wallis significance
test and on all metrics. P-value for NDCG is reported above each
column.
Impact on age. Ekstrand et al. find significant differences in recom-
mender utility across different user age brackets according to the
Kruskal-Wallis significance test. Our analysis confirms these find-
ings on both datasets, as we also report significant differences based
on Kruskal-Wallis significance test (𝑝 < 0.01) across the same age
brackets (Figure 1a and 1g).We also find significant differenceswhen
we try alternative binning strategies on LFM360K, corresponding
to bins with equal age range (Figure 1b) and bins with equal number
of users (Figure 1c). While we only report p-values corresponding
to NDCG, we have verified the differences are also statistically sig-
nificant for MRR and RBP, except for MRR for ML1M.
The first row shows on both datasets that the age distribution is

skewed towards young adults, more so for LFM360K than ML1M.
Because the age buckets were irregular, we show the results with
buckets of uniform range (Figure 1b). We also posit that a skewed
distributionof users across age bucketsmaymake it difficult to detect
differences in utility across ages, because some age buckets contain
very few users. Therefore, we additionally try buckets containing
approximately equal numbers of users (Figure 1c).When the number
of users in each bucket are comparable, we find a gradual downward
trend in recommender utility, as age increases. This effect was not
visible in Ekstrand et al. We also observe a similar downward trend
on ML1M as seen in Figure 1g. This trend is further confirmed by
the EBM scores in Figures 1c and 1g where younger ages correspond
to higher EBM scores when the number of users in each bucket are
approximately equal.
Impact ongender.BothLFM360K (Figure 1d) andML1M (Figure 1h)
datasets contain many more male than female users. As in Ekstrand
et al., we observe statistically significant differences in utility by
gender based on Kruskal-Wallis significance test (𝑝 < 0.01), with
better recommendation utility for male than female users. This is
observed in both datasets, except for MRR and RBP for LFM360K,
and MRR for ML1M. Given the unbalanced user distribution across
genders in these datasets, this can either be the result of a popularity
bias, or a demographic bias. We revisit this question later in this
section in the context of RQ3.
Impact on country.An additional demographic variable available
in the LFM360K dataset, but not in ML1M, is users’ country of res-
idence. Ekstrand et al. did not analyze whether there is evidence of
recommender utility differences by country, but we perform this
analysis here.We group the countries in twoways: into low,medium
and high buckets based on the number of users from that country,
and also basedon the countryGDP. Figures 1e and1f show the results
corresponding to the two analyses.
We find statistically significant differences by country on both

measures, except for MRR and RBP for GDP. The model has higher
recommender utility for users from countries with more representa-
tion in the dataset. The same trend is not observed, however, when
countries are ordered by GDP.

RQ2 Does utility vary by usage and content popularity?
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It is not obviouswhen to attribute utility differences across groups
of users to popularity bias, rather than bias specifically affecting
demographic groups, because marginalized groups are often also
less represented in training datasets. To explore this issue, we first
investigate how recommender utility is affected by two measures
of popularity: usage and pop-index. For a given user, high usage
implies more representation in the data, while a higher pop-index
corresponds to affinity towards items that are popular with other
users in the dataset. In Figure 2 we compare both these measures on
theLFM360KandML1Mdatasets. Forbothdatasets there is a trend to-
ward greater NDCG as usage increases. The EBM analysis shows the
same trend, where low usage corresponds to a negative effect on the
EBM score, and high usage corresponds to a positive effect. We also
investigate popularity in the sense of howpopular items preferred by
a user are among the user population as a whole. Our hypothesis is
thatuserswhoseplaylists containmorepopular itemswill likelyhave
greater recommendation utility. OnML1M (Figure 2d), we observe a
trendwhich supports our hypothesis. However, on LFM360K (Figure
2b), we observe a U-shaped trend, with higher utility associatedwith
both groups of users with maintstream and unique tastes. We sus-
pect differences in observations on the two datasets may be partially
explained by the semantics of user interactions in the two cases. In
LFM360K, the user interacts with an artist by listening to them, and
they can listen to the same artist multiple times. So, for users with
more distinctive tastes, the recommender algorithmmay still achieve
reasonable performance by recommending items the user interacted
with before. In contrast, in ML1M the user interacts with the item
by providing a rating and therefore the recommender must suggest
new items the user has not interacted with before, which is a more
difficult challenge, specifically when the user has a distinctive taste.

RQ3 Can usage and popularity explain demographic differences?
One of our goals is to better understand the relative importance of
different demographic and popularity features to explain the differ-
ences in mean recommender utility amongst users. Towards that
goal, we train an EBMmodel to predict mean recommender utility
based on these user attributes. Figure 3 shows that on both datasets
(LFM360K and ML1M) the usage features emerge as the most pre-
dictive, followed by pop-index. Among the demographic attributes,
some of the age-related features are ranked highest on both datasets.
On LFM360K, age is followed by country (ordered by number of
users) and gender as the next most predictive user attributes. In the
absence of country information, on the ML1M dataset we observe
gender to be high in the feature ranking after age. The high feature
importance for usage and pop-index provides evidence than some
of the demographic differences may be explained by representation
in the data. This is not to argue that the recommender system under
study is fair to different demographics of users. Disparity of utility
across demographics may directly influence user retention [14] and
usage. This creates a vicious cycle where a small difference in utility
across user groupsmay be further amplified by subsequent disparity
in system adoption and usage across demographics, leading to even
bigger disparities in utility. Table 1 shows how usage and pop-index
are distributed across demographic groups, further demonstrating
how they may correlate with historical marginalization.

6 DISCUSSIONANDCONCLUSION
We confirmed that recommender systems are prone to unfairness
across the demographic attributes available in the datasets used here.
To explore this question more thoroughly, one would need access to

Table 1: Percentage of users in different usage and pop-index buckets corresponding to
each demographic groups for LFM360K. For younger users andmen a higher proportion of
the population correspond to higher usage buckets. The trend for pop-index is less clear.

Age (bucketed by equal number of users) Gender
1-18 19-20 21-22 23-24 25-27 28-33 34+ N/A m f N/A

Usage
1 11% 8% 9% 11% 12% 15% 24% 21% 13% 16% 20%
2 13% 11% 12% 13% 13% 17% 17% 17% 14% 15% 15%
3 14% 15% 13% 13% 15% 15% 15% 14% 14% 16% 15%
4 16% 15% 15% 14% 14% 14% 13% 14% 14% 15% 13%
5 15% 16% 15% 16% 16% 14% 11% 13% 14% 14% 13%
6 15% 17% 18% 17% 14% 13% 11% 11% 15% 13% 12%
7 17% 18% 18% 16% 15% 12% 9% 10% 16% 11% 11%

Pop-index
1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0%
3 3% 3% 3% 4% 4% 5% 8% 6% 5% 4% 5%
4 2% 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 5% 4% 4% 2% 4%
5 7% 9% 9% 10% 11% 12% 15% 11% 11% 8% 11%
6 15% 15% 14% 16% 14% 15% 15% 17% 15% 14% 17%
7 10% 10% 10% 10% 11% 10% 12% 11% 11% 10% 11%
8 23% 23% 23% 23% 24% 22% 19% 20% 21% 25% 21%
9 14% 13% 12% 12% 11% 10% 9% 11% 11% 13% 12%
10 14% 12% 13% 12% 12% 12% 10% 10% 12% 13% 8%
11 7% 8% 7% 6% 6% 6% 4% 5% 6% 7% 6%
12 2% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%
13+ 2% 2% 2% 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1%

more detailed demographic data, and the ability to observe temporal
dynamics of how recommendations affect usage and usage affects
recommendations. In order to answer questions like what caused
the U-shaped pattern we found in recommender utility by usage, we
would need the ability to intervene on recommendations in real time.

Mehrotra et al. [30] point out that users for whom a search engine
is least satisfactory can paradoxically end up having the highest
measured utility. They found when utility is bad enough to make
a user stop using the service for everyday needs, they still use the
search engine for very easy queries that they assume even a poor
search engine could get right. Such searches end up being successful,
resulting in artificially high utility scores. User attrition is an issue
we cannot track given the datasets used here. It may be that users
who have the highest usage are a self-selecting group for whom
recommenders happen to work well.
For both datasets there is a trend toward greater utility as usage

increases. This is unsurprising, given that users with higher usage
will provide more labels, with which the recommender can build a
more accurate model of user preferences. One anomalous effect we
observed is in the LastFM dataset; users with least usage have higher
utility recommendations than users with slightly more usage. This
could be evidence of the same effect as observed byMehrotra et al.
[30]. If LastFM gives poor recommendations for a given user, that
user might stop using it for everyday music streaming, but still use
it when they are looking for something very mainstream. Another
possibility is since LastFM users input a few artists they like when
setting up their accounts, early listens will be dominated by artists
which the user identified as being among their favourites, rather
than recommendations provided by themodel. Utilitymay therefore
be artificially high during early use.
The social harms that can result from unfair recommendation

go well beyond some people choosing not to use a tool that others
find fun and convenient. Recommendation algorithms are used to
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make major life decisions, like mortgage lending, job searching, and
for basic access to information. The body of work we are adding to
here demonstrates that fair recommendation is a problem requiring
serious attention.
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